
Innovation hubs help to address the main challenge 

of our future: design spaces for change
Welcome home challenge
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1. DIVERSITY
mix innovation with other uses

In order to attract but also retain talents, the 
district must offer them mixed-use developments, 
educational institutions and open public spaces, 
where retail, leisure and social uses are welcome.

2.PROXIMITY
bring people together

Today proximity is starting to be everything. Allowing ideas to 
catch on is the key. That is why places should allow people to 
unexpectly bump into each other during their daily routines, 
to exchange ideas in a 24/7 bases.

Google's ofce informal areas

[[ Workplaces are enhancing their informal areas so individuals can 

be the ones who choose where they want to work. Cafeterias 

where they can take a break, work individually or have an informal 

meeting are examples of these spaces.

1. DIVERSITY
mix innovation with other uses

3. TECHNOLOGY

4. MOBILITY
connection through multiple 
transportation options

virtual is the next online

The world is turning into a sensor. Shops will offer to their customers new 
virtual shopping experiences. Displays placed around shops and in public 
spaces will guide people to something new. In the future, as individuals move, 
they will buy. Voice-driven, pay by phone, home delivery, e-learning tools will 
guide the life of the future.    

“Buy on the y” will allow retailers to increase their 
incomes while they know in depth about their clients 
preferences. [ [

The future of shopping: a virtual experience

5. SUSTAINABILITY
reduce environmental impact

6. IDENTITY
make the invisible visible

It is important that innovation clusters have a 
connection with the rest of the city. Being isolated is 
not longer possible. Research parks or IT enterprise 
campus like Facebook HQ will not longer exist. Also, 
self-driving vehicles will change the way we drive. 
Fuel efcient and zero emission, as well as massive 
transportaion will reduce our impact on earth.

China's elevated bus

To achieve a total innovation, it is important to create an 
equitable and sustainable community. In other words, a 
more walkable district, where mobility, energy and 
infrastructure embody sustainability in all aspects of the 
development. 

In order to succeed as a community, the value of “open 
innovation” need to be enhanced. We can multiple the dynamic 
of the cluster if we show our neighbors what is going on. This 
new district could reinforce the area’s role as an innovation-
driven employment center. 

The rst of its kind: Pittsburg 
Eco-innovation Distric 

The perfect combination of EcoDistrict + Innovation District. A 
place connected to the environment, focused on economic 
opportunity, equitable access, smart and efcient 
infrastructure along with green building practices. 
[ [

   Places that will attract knowledge 

workers, students, and start-ups 

with spaces to live, work, play, and 

entertain. These walkable districts 

foster creative collision and 

interdisciplinary exchange, the key 

elements for innovation.
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PERKINS + WILL l Cities + Sites l

Core Principles
Graphic of the approach

IDENTITY
Design places that develop

a sense of belonging

FLEXIBILITY
The only constant is 

change

ACCESS
A hub that is welcoming,
that really invites people 

SOCIABILITY
Share ideas and cultivate

new ones

CONNECTION
An interaction with the nature
in order to relax and recharge

CREATIVITY
A place that help to keep

creative ideas owing

A new geography of innovation will be emergining around the world

UNL LAB - Informal meeting area in a coworking space l Final Thesis FUXING ISLAND - Innovation Distric in Shanghai, China l Projected by Sasaki Associates

In this time of , constant change
anticipating tomorrow's needs is 
of incredible value. In this context, 

 has a key role.innovation
If we want to succeed as a community, we need to enhance the value of "open innovation". At the heart of this vision,  show up as a nascent 

innovation districs
planning paradigm that can be expected to grow as we are able to develop  that help us to strategies
understand the  of urban dwellers. 

next generation
Individuals whose ways of working, shopping and learning are changing. 
To achieve that goal, we need to rethink our existing sites, and revitalise them into places for working, studying, entertainment and living. Hubs that foster innovation across individuals by concentrating people with di f ferent knowledge but same expectations: the possibility to live in an equitable and sustainable community that can reinforce the area's role expanding it  as an innovation-driven employment center.
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